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Abstract: Many studies on automated programming assessment tools with automated feedbacks have been addressed to assist students rectifying their solution's difficulty. While several studies have produced specific computational programming exercise’s feedback using a static template analysis, there is still a lack of an automated programming feedback model that is dynamically enriched through a live assisted feedback from an expert. Thus, this research proposed a recommended feedback model on specific computational programming question using clustering-based live group assistance. The assisted feedback was done by an expert through a similar difficulty analysis of computer programs that were grouped together based on ordinal features using a K-Means clustering algorithm. An experiment was executed by responding to 7 program difficulty clusters that consists of 33 programs. Based on these inputs, the efficiency ratio result shows that the model can minimize expert's workload and can be effectively used as a recommender system. Furthermore, the efficiency of this model can be gradually intensified with more assisted feedbacks being provided by the expert user within other lab sessions.

Index Terms: K-Means, programming feedback, recommender system.

I. INTRODUCTION

Mastering computer programming is a compulsory skill for computer science students. The skill can be obtained through practicing lots of programming exercises. Nowadays, many automated assessment programming tools are available. A student can self-develop and submit programming codes while the tool will instantly provide automated feedback to highlight any syntax errors found in the codes during the compilation or execution of a program. However, in certain cases, the standard error feedback is not clear and difficult to be interpreted by novice students. This indicates that the current automated feedback is still insufficient compared to the expert’s (e.g. teacher, tutor) feedback. An expert can entertain student’s responses in tailoring feedback to be understood. However, providing real-time programming error feedback to numerous students requires a lot of resources, especially during a lab session. There is also a need to manage previous feedback messages to be reutilized as recommended feedback on repeated similar difficulties. Thus, a new model of integrated automated programming feedback framework needs to be addressed. By having a clustering technique, computer programs can be grouped into similar difficulty in facilitating teacher to provide assisted feedback. Meanwhile, ranking technique can be used to sort computer programs based on difficulty level that can leverage teachers to pay attention to worst solution attempts. In order to reutilize this assisted feedback for future cases of similar difficulty, a recommender system needs to be designed. Thus, by having this kind of integrated feedback framework, it shall enhance automated programming feedback limitation from being insufficient and static to be more efficient and extensible in helping students rectifying programming syntax and logic errors.

II. AUTOMATED PROGRAMMING FEEDBACK MODELS

Looking from the feedback resource perspective, there are two main attributes to be considered; context and content [1], [2]. Context is the state of when, where and how the feedback is going to be activated. On the other hand, content is its associated message of what and why the feedback is activated. In general, all of programming feedback are activated using three styles; automated (machine) feedback, assisted (human) feedback and recommended (human to machine) feedback. Automated feedback refers to its predefined content and context that will be automatically activated by machine. It must be created before execution of a targeted process. Meanwhile, assisted feedback refers to its dynamic updates of content and context that will be manually activated by human through assisted-machine medium. It usually created during or after execution of a monitored process. Recommended feedback refers to its post-defined content and context of an assisted feedback that will be automatically activated by machine. It is created after execution of a new identified process. Table 1 shows the advantages of these three feedback styles in view of helping students learning computational programming. Currently, automated feedback are lacking in activating dynamic guidelines as compared with assisted feedback from an expert [58]–[60]. The expert can provide new feedback not only in term of content (what, why and how),
but they can also interact in dynamic context (when and where) in assisting student to rectify programming problems. However, it is very challenging for an expert to respond on each student's difficulties during programming exercises [44]. It would be more practical for a teacher to give feedback after all the same difficulties are put together into certain groups. In most cases, programs' difficulty can be similarly grouped together using clustering technique.

Table 1: Styles of programming feedback

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type of Feedback</th>
<th>Debugging Effectiveness</th>
<th>Techniques</th>
<th>References</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Automated</td>
<td>Able to highlight specific errors (but sometimes having ambiguities)</td>
<td>syntax analysis</td>
<td>[3]–[5]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>semantic analysis</td>
<td>[6]–[12]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>output analysis</td>
<td>[13]–[20]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>visual programming</td>
<td>[21]–[32]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>intelligent agent</td>
<td>[33]–[37]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Assisted</td>
<td>Able to highlight general errors and mistakes (subject to human constraints)</td>
<td>electronic forum, social media discussion, data mining</td>
<td>[38]–[45]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Recommended</td>
<td>Able to highlight specific and general errors and mistakes (subject to previous data)</td>
<td>association rules, classifier, clustering and information retrieval</td>
<td>[46]–[49] [50]–[57]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

III. ASSISTED FEEDBACK THROUGH CLUSTERING

The idea of using clustering on computer programs for automated feedback is still been explored by recent researches. In [61] use K-Means to group similar C program based on ordinal features such as number of loops, number of selection, number of modules/functions/classes, number of variables, number of jump statement instructions, and number of expression. In [62] extract Java computer program features based on number of variables, number of objects instantiation, and number of return value in order to classify its class pattern (e.g. utility, DAO, builder, bean, adapter, etc.). In [63] use this method to extract computer program features based on n-gram token sequences such as header, keywords, identifier, operators, and numerals. In [64] extract computer program features based on frequency of characters and words in a line, frequency of whitespaces (in the beginning, interior and ending) of non-whitespace lines and frequency of underscore. In [65] clusters computer programs based on similar line statement with renamed variables. All of these features can be used to be associated with an assisted feedback especially in rectifying program's mistakes. However, when considering live assistance among big users in a lab session, it will be difficult for an expert to respond on each individual's mistakes. Expert may need to focus his attention towards assisting worst difficulty user rather than least difficulty users. As most of these computer program features are based on cardinal numbers, such sorting is hard to be realized. Thus, ordinal features are needed to enable the ranking-based clustering result. On the other hand, as new debugging resources is costly to be built [66] such expert's assistance should be integrated as a recommended feedback in self-enriching of an automated feedback model.

To our knowledge, there is lacking of automated programming feedback model that integrates continuous expert's feedback in rectifying difficulty of computational programming exercise. Programming difficulty is usually due to either syntax or semantic difficulty. Semantic difficulty deals with subjective problem-solving logics which requires specific feedback from expert user such as a teacher. This semantic difficulty is hard to be modeled as an automated feedback due to the uniqueness of problem specifications and diversity of solution logics.

IV. RECOMMENDED FEEDBACK USING CLUSTERED ASSISTED FEEDBACK

This proposed solution is focusing on continuous-based feedback model on computational programming exercise by integrating assisted feedback as a continuous input to the feedback recommender system. Fig. 1 shows the framework of the model.

**Fig. 1: Integrated computational programming feedback model**

**Features Extractor**

Computer program features have been widely proposed by other researchers, especially in software engineering and plagiarism detection domain, but most of them are meant for a complete or working program and lack of ordinal representation. Ordinal feature is important to enable ranking of computer programs from least to worst program difficulty. In order to access the correctness of a computer program, these features need to be related with related knowledge model such as by using solution templates. The template is a set of correct program instructions (i.e. keywords, symbols, numbers) sequence that can solve a specific computational programming exercise. It can be provided more than once in satisfying variety of correct program answers. In this research, two ordinal features are used to process the incomplete program;
instruction-gram ratio (IGR) with 0 to 3 of skippable instruction and instruction count ratio (ICR) [67]. IGR is the ratio of consecutive instructions or symbols sequence in a program as compared to the template's instructions or symbols sequence with certain skippable instruction(s). Meanwhile, ICR is an average ratio of all unique instructions count in a program that matches with all unique instructions count specified in a template.

Program Clusterization

This process is aimed to sort and cluster current computer programs difficulty in solving a computational programming exercise. It helps an expert user to easily analyze new difficulty and provide feedback to rectify them. Features were selected based on IGR and ICR of computer programs. In this research, GRank K-Means algorithm [68] is used to assign similar computer programs based on their attempt difficulty into ranking-based clusters. Based on each cluster, program that is having similar Euclidean distance to the centroid within a cluster is grouped together. These groups are representing a distinctive rule to be associated with a feedback.

Feedback Association Rules

A rule is formed by the centroid's distance and its centroid's features. Under this rule, there will be a number of related computer programs for an expert to analyze and post a message as an overall assisted feedback for the rule. The scope of this assisted feedback in this proposed solution was more on highlighting missing of general logic structure to solve a specific question. Instead of alerting this message to the programs' owners, this assisted feedback will also be stored for future recommended feedback in rule data (general).

In many cases, computer programs that having nearest distance to the previous rule may be also classified under similar difficulty. In this case, the previous expert user's feedback message can be associated to the computer programs by setting the range distance threshold of the previous rule. The threshold will be used in recommended feedback to automatically detect new cases that may be covered with the similar feedback. Fig. 2 illustrates centroid's distance rule for assisted feedback implementation. If an assisted feedback is given on rule-1, it means that computer program A and B that has distance of 1 from the centroid's features will be associated with the expert user's feedback message. In case computer program C and D in rule-2 to be associated with the same feedback of rule-1, then coverage of centroid's distance need to be updated from 1 to 3. Thus, any computer programs that has distance of 1 to 3 from the centroid's features are now sharing the same of expert's assisted feedback.

![Fig. 2: Centroid-distance threshold rule](image)

**Similar feature retrieval**

Similar feature retrieval is a process to retrieve recommended feedback to end user based on similar feature that was associated with previous expert's feedback in rectifying incompleteness of the program logics. Fig. 3 shows the process. It starts by receiving a request from end user to compile a computer program. Then, difficulty features of the computer program are extracted using previous IGR and ICR algorithm. These features are used to determine the closeness of the computer program to any of previous features that were already stored with expert's feedback in rule data (general). The distance of extracted features from a computer program to these cluster's features need to be measured using Euclidean distance algorithm. In case the distance is within the defined distance threshold, the associated feedback message of the rule will be presented to end user as a recommended feedback.

![Fig. 3: Similar features feedback retrieval](image)
V. RESULTS AND ANALYSIS

This experiment is meant to evaluate the effectiveness of an assisted programming feedback in delivering feedback based on groups rather than individuals. It was evaluated based on its capability in enabling an assisted feedback message to be associated with a group of similar program difficulty. An experiment was done based on 67 unsuccessful computer programs answer of a Java lab test provided by [67] for dataset in year 2013. Table 2 shows the list of distinctive groups of the dataset. The groups were formed based on computer programs' similar features of their cluster number and centroid's distance. These similar features were later extracted as a distinctive rule to be associated with a general assisted feedback. In cluster-0, there were 8 computer programs that sharing a similar rule (i.e. same cluster number and same centroid's distance). Then in cluster-1, cluster-2 and cluster-3, there were 3, 9 and 11 rules for 6, 17 and 36 computer programs respectively. Overall, 24 rules of distinctive features that were extracted from the 67 computer programs. So instead of individually responding to the 67 programs, expert user's assistance has been successfully minimized up to 50% by only responding to these 24 groups that represent similar program difficulty. Thus, the result shows that the method has successfully grouped computer programs into smaller groups that were possibly be assigned to an assisted feedback in rectifying insufficiency of program logics.

Table 2: Rules association for assisted feedback

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Rules</th>
<th>Cluster</th>
<th>Centroid's Features</th>
<th>Centroid's Distance</th>
<th>Frequency</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>IGR0</td>
<td>IGR1</td>
<td>IGR2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>c3</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>0.21</td>
<td>0.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>c3</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>0.21</td>
<td>0.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>c3</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>0.21</td>
<td>0.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>c3</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>0.21</td>
<td>0.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>c3</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>0.21</td>
<td>0.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>c3</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>0.21</td>
<td>0.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>c3</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>0.21</td>
<td>0.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>c3</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>0.21</td>
<td>0.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>c3</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>0.21</td>
<td>0.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>c3</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>0.21</td>
<td>0.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>c3</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>0.21</td>
<td>0.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>c2</td>
<td>0.42</td>
<td>0.67</td>
<td>0.74</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>c2</td>
<td>0.42</td>
<td>0.67</td>
<td>0.74</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>c2</td>
<td>0.42</td>
<td>0.67</td>
<td>0.74</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>c2</td>
<td>0.42</td>
<td>0.67</td>
<td>0.74</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>c2</td>
<td>0.42</td>
<td>0.67</td>
<td>0.74</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>c2</td>
<td>0.42</td>
<td>0.67</td>
<td>0.74</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>c2</td>
<td>0.42</td>
<td>0.67</td>
<td>0.74</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td>c2</td>
<td>0.42</td>
<td>0.67</td>
<td>0.74</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>c2</td>
<td>0.42</td>
<td>0.67</td>
<td>0.74</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td>c1</td>
<td>0.83</td>
<td>0.89</td>
<td>0.89</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22</td>
<td>c1</td>
<td>0.83</td>
<td>0.89</td>
<td>0.89</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23</td>
<td>c1</td>
<td>0.83</td>
<td>0.89</td>
<td>0.89</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24</td>
<td>c0</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>1.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Based on these rules, an assisted feedback was provided using a prototype as shown in Fig. 4. The prototype has enabled the expert user to click on any of the rules. When a rule was selected, all the computer programs that matched with the selected rule will be shown. It also highlights details of ICR that provides an overview of missing instructions on the selected rule. This helps the expert user to quickly post assisted feedback without needing to analyze all programs individually. For instance, all the computer programs in rule-1 were missing the following instructions of template; "for", "length", "if", "else" and "charAt".

Fig. 3: Feedback association screenshot

Table 4 shows all the assisted feedbacks that were provided on selected of seven rules covering the total of 33 computer programs. From the table, rule-1 and rule-2 were sharing the same assisted feedback. In this case, the centroid’s range distance was set from rule-1 (0.09415) to rule-2 (0.11575). This can be done through the prototype by inserting the rule-2’s distance into the threshold value of rule-1’s general assisted feedback. Another similar case of sharing assisted feedback was from rule-15 to rule-16. Thus, the centroid’s range distance was set from rule-15 (0.24829) to rule-16 (0.32562). By combining rules with a same feedback, more end users can be entertained in a lab session using a minimum feedback’s resource.

Table 3: List of expert’s assisted feedback

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Rule#</th>
<th>Cluster</th>
<th>Total Program</th>
<th>Instruction Count Template</th>
<th>Feedback</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>c3</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>String=1 .next=1 for=0 length=0 if=0 else=0 charAt=0</td>
<td>Use a loop after reading a string input to process its characters. Here is an example to print all characters of a string using a &quot;for&quot; loop. String x = input.next(); for (int i=0; i &lt; x.length; i++) { System.out.print(x.charAt(i)); }</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>c3</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>String=1 .next=1 for=0 length=0 if=0 else=0 charAt=0</td>
<td>Same as rule-1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>c2</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>String=1 .next=1 for=1 length=1 if=0 else=0 charAt=1</td>
<td>In the loop, you need to have selection statement (IF/ELSE). If the counter is 1, then you need to print the character at location-1 of the string. Else you need to print an asterisk (*) symbol.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>c2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>String=1 .next=1 for=1 length=1 if=0 else=0 charAt=0</td>
<td>Same as rule-15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>c2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>String=1 .next=0 for=1 length=1 if=0 else=0 charAt=1</td>
<td>Use Scanner next method to read string from user. E.g. Scanner k = new Scanner(System.in); String name = k.next();</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Rule#</th>
<th>Cluster</th>
<th>Total Program</th>
<th>Instruction Count Template</th>
<th>Feedback</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>c2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>String=1 .next=0 for=1 .length=1 if=0 charAt=1 else=0</td>
<td>Same as Rule-17</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Based on the given assisted feedback input, recommended feedback output was tested using a prototype. The full list of recommended feedback result generated by the prototype can be downloaded at https://figshare.com/s/3babe1f21bbeh7dcc75. The result showed that out of 475 total submitted programs, 181 of them were provided with recommended feedback. As the input was provided on 33 computer programs or participants, the input-output efficiency ratio was 181:33 or 5.5. This ratio may suggest that if an expert user were required to provide feedback assistance on each unsuccessful computer programs, his workload in assisting such similar difficulty during the lab session can be minimized up to 5.5 times. On the other hand, although only 33 participants in were directly assisted by the expert user, other unattended participants still can be automatically assisted with the same feedback through the general recommended feedback implementation. It shows that 39 participants were assisted with a recommended feedback. It means that 6 unattended participants were successfully gain the same feedback of the expert.

VI. DISCUSSION

Assisted programming was effectively delivered to similar groups of computer program. The groups was represented as a distinctive rule for similar difficulties in developing required structure of solution logic. Thus, analysis time can be minimized and assisted feedback to the targeted cluster in solving their current difficulty can be promptly provided. Quick feedback is very important especially when considering the real-time environment of a lab programming session. This is because while the expert user was evaluating a current computer program's solution, the computer program may be already altered by the user few minutes later.

Although providing a general feedback can be efficient in satisfying large group of users, however, the process may be complicated as the nature of computer program solution can be diversified in term of instruction's sequence and choice. In dealing with this issue, more than one solution template need to be provided. Yet, if end user's programs were matched with too variety of templates, it may be difficult for the expert user to conclude a general feedback for a rule. Thus, this technique may not be suitable to be implemented with complex computational programming exercise as the solution logics and sequence are not straight forward. On the other hand, it is also important to create a template that consists of more than five instructions so that more distinctive rules can be generated. By having higher number of distinctive rules, more difficulty cases can be identified and rectified with expert's assisted feedback.

In term of expert user's workload, the instruction-based template was better than complete program-based template especially when considering the diversity of program solution among end users. Instruction sequence can be easily provided and does not rely on programming language syntax. Although the technique is more like a keyword sequence matching, it is more accurate and flexible in associating feedback. Rather than automatically associating feedback with certain keywords, the feedback was given based on expert's analysis on the similar mistakes of computer programs. When analyzing computer programs under certain rules, expert user can see if a computer program was clustered incorrectly due to incorrect use of existing template. Then, the expert user can create new instruction template to accommodate such program's diversity. In contrast, if a feedback already pre-associated with a missing keyword or instruction, all end user's program will be reported as having missing instruction although the user was using a correct alternative instruction. This can create confusion to the end user.

On the other hand, efficiency ratio of general recommended feedback in replicating feedback based on similar mistake may not imply on an effective feedback. As general recommended feedback was based on previous expert feedback message, the effectiveness of this approach may not be achieved if the expert's feedback was given without certain attention and guideline. For example, if general feedback message was given by an expert user to cover only certain number of computer programs in a rule, then other computer programs in the rule may perceive the feedback as unrelated.

In certain case, although the assisted feedback was provided based on similar mistake of the whole computer programs in a rule, however it still can be possibly not related to some computer programs when it comes to general recommended feedback. This inappropriate feedback on certain computer program usually happen when the program was not yet in the cluster list during the assisted feedback rule's association, but later was clustered using the same rule due to features of incorrect solution template. However, this case can be rectified by just providing new solution template to suit with the computer program so that it will be clustered into different rule. By separating the computer program, the general recommended feedback will remain appropriate under the rule. Although it seems to require some workload on expert user in the beginning for an effective general recommended feedback, but definitely the resource will be reduced and no longer needed as time goes by.

VII. CONCLUSION

This research is motivated by the challenges of automated programming feedback models to better assist students in rectifying their difficulties while completing computational programming exercises. Most of the current feedback models for specific problem-solving feedback are based on automated feedback using...
pre-designed feedback's content and context. Unfortunately, these static feedback contents cannot effectively help users to rectify their real difficulties, especially in meeting the requirements of specific computational programming exercises. As a result, users are still depending on assisted feedback from expert user through tutor assistant, online discussion and simulated tutor (i.e. artificial intelligence). However, expert user dependency is not efficient when considering the large number of users to be supported. Even designing artificial intelligent is also costly to be built due to the uniqueness of each computational programming question.

Thus, as a solution to these limitations, a new model of automated feedback was proposed by integrating continuous expert user's assisted feedback as a recommender system input. It associates continuous expert user's feedback with the computer program's difficulties of specific computational programming exercise using ranking-based clustering. Computer programs are clustered using ordinal features based on instruction-template ratio. These proposed features enable computer programs to be sorted into range distance. The technique has not only recommended the previous feedback based on similar features, but has also successfully provided the same feedback based on the nearest features within the range distance.
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